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I. Machine does not work 

(a)  Check if  the power cord is plugged in the socket or if  the socket is 
functional. 

(b)  Check if  the power cord is broken or is loose from the main power switch 

(T6-6-40010).  If  the main power switch is broke, machine would also 
have no power as well.  In addition, if your machine is  for power supply 
380V/3 PH, please check if  the transformer (T6-8-21290) which is beside 
the M2 motor is functional and also the wires connected to this 
transformer are well  connected.  

(c)  Does the “Start” switch on the control panel is on?  If  not, that means the 

strap does not reach to the sealing position for strapping. (You could refer 
to II for more information about strap does not reach to the sealing 
position.)  

(d)  If the wires connected to Start  

Switch (T6-6-10301) or Pedal 
(T6-6-10421) is loose or broken, 
P.C. Board would receive no signal  
for strapping.  Normally,  when 
you press the Start Switch or Pedal,  
the LED for STR (start) of X8 or 
FOOT (pedal) of X9 would be 
“ON” if all the wires are well  
connected.  

(e)  If M1 motor is broken or the fuse for M1 is brunt, M1 motor could not be 

able to run for strapping.  

(f)  Check if  any fuse is burnt and cause no power to machine.  

(g)  If all  the above mentioned causes are not the problem, then please replace 

the P.C. Board. 
 

FOOT STR 
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II.  Strap does not reach to the sealing position 

(a)  Insufficient pressure of reversing would cause the strap running out of the 
Feed Ass’y (T6-1-71002�T6-1-71003) after strapping or strap is not 
pressed by the Upper Feed Roller Ass'y (T6-1-71193�T6-1-71194) for 

feeding correctly.   Please do the necessary adjustments following to 
page 13 of the manual (Feed and take-up mechanism). 

(b)  Please make sure you thread the strap in right direction.  Wrong 

threading direction would cause the strap stuck in the arch.   Please find 
“How to load p.p. strap” in page 9 of the manual.  

(c)  LS2 (T6-1-10131) or LS3 (T6-1-10142) is  in wrong position.   If  the 

screw HSS0610 on LS2 or LS3 is  loose, it  would also cause the LS2 or 
LS3 in wrong position.  For “How to adjust LS2/LS3”, please refer to 
page 14 of the manual.   

(d)  The clearance between Gear 

Box Pulley (T6-1-10171) and 
Magnet Brake (T6-6-10180) 
is too much.  This would 
cause the LS3 position not 
certain and have the feeding 
problem.  The clearance 
should be 0.15 ~ 0.25mm. 
(see drawing) 

(e)  The Magnet Brake (T6-6-10180) is  defective, or connecting wire is  loose, 

or the fuse for Magnet Brake (BRK) is burnt would cause the position of 
LS2 or LS3 not properly.  

(f)  Strap is too curved.  This 

would increase the feeding 
resistance and cause strap 
could not feed to the sealing 
position.  (see drawing)  

 

T6-1-10171 
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Worn in both sides 

 

(g)  Insufficient  amount of strap in pool box causes not able to feed strap to 
sealing position.   Or excessive strap causes strap deformed in the pool 
box and increase the feeding resistance.   Please find the adjustments on 
page 16 of manual. 

(h)  Feed Shooter (T6-1-71170�

T6-1-71171 ) is worn and causes 
too much feeding resistance.  (see 
drawing) 

 

(i)  K-Type Guide Rail Hinge Shaft (T6-2-20220) is falling off or the Arch 

Guide Rail  Spring is  stretched, loose or broken.  Strap would fal l out of 
the arch in this situation.  

(j)  The flaps of LH Bandway Ass'y (T6-2-12000) or RH Bandway Ass'y 

(T6-2-11000) could not close and cause the strap fall ing out of the arch.   

(k)  Proximity Sensor (T6-1-50680) does not function well  or defective.   If  it  

does not function well, please adjust i t  as follows: 

1.1.  Turn the Power switch ON and make sure machine is in machinery 

home position. 
1.2.  Take off Slide Table T6-1-20163. 
1.3.  Loosen the Sensor Plate T6-1-20840 to hand-tie situation for easier 

adjustment. 
1.4.  Take a piece of strap to push Loop-Eject Lever T6-1-20321 from RH 

Bandway side and make sure the LS1 is activated 1.5-2mm before 
the end. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1.5~2mm 

 S.F.S   Lever  Detector plate 

The position of S.F.S. 
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You could check the LED for SFS of X9 on P.C. Board to see if the 
Proximity Sensor (T6-1-50680) is defective. 

(l)  Spring (T6-1-72140) is too loose or even broken.  ( Insufficient feeding 

pressure would not be able to feed the strap.)  

(m)  Upper Cutter Pin (T6-1-31130) on 

Upper Cutter (T6-1-31120) is  
screwed too tight . This would 
make the Upper Cutter 
(T6-1-31120) move improperly 
and cause the strap could not feed 
to the sealing posit ion.  You 
should screw the Upper Cutter Pin 
(T6-1-31130) all the way to the 
end and then turn it  back for half 
circle.   Finally screw the HN10 
tightly to fix it .  (see drawing) 

(n)  M2 motor (T6-6-30053 /  T6-6-30054 /  T6-6-30055 / T6-6-30070 /  

T6-6-10442) is  defective so fails  to feeding strap.   

(o)  V-Belt,  M-22 (T6-1-70111/T6-1-70112) of M2 motor is  worn or the 

Bearing (BR6202ZZ) on Feed Roller (T6-1-71140) gets stuck.  Both 
would make the Feed Roller (T6-1-71140) running hardly and have 
difficulty to feed the strap to sealing position. 

(p)  The Bearing (BR628ZZ) on Upper Feed Roller (T6-1-71123) gets stuck 

and make the Upper Feed Roller (T6-1-71123) running hardly.   

(q)  If all  the above mentioned causes are not the problem, then please replace 

the P.C. Board. 
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III. Insufficient or Excessive straps in pool box and cause machine fails in 
feeding. 

(a)  Please check the adjustment for “Amount of strap in Accumulator Box” in 
page 16 of manual. 

(b)  Insufficient  feeding pressure of accumulating strap to pool box would 

cause insufficient strap in pool box.  You would need to increase the 
feeding pressure of accumulating strap. 

I.1  Adjust the Spring (T6-1-72140).  Hook it to different hole on 
Accumulator Lower Shaft Spring Hook (T6-3-12170) to increase the 
pressure. 

I.2  Check if  the Spring (T6-1-72140) is  stretched.  If  so, you need to 
replace i t .   

(c)  Balance Bar(T6-3-10110/T6-3-10111) could not move freely and cause the 

strap amount is not  stable.   

(d)  LS4(T6-6-10380) is defective or the screw fixing LS4 is loose and cause 

the LS4 not function well.   

(e)  Brake V-Belt (T6-4-21130) is  worn or the Brake Tension Arm Spring 

(T6-4-20180) is  stretched and causes the strap falling out of the dispenser ,  
gets stuck, and not able to accumulating strap. 

 
IV. Strap does not seal 

(a)  Clean the surface (both sides) of the Heater set (T6-1-41000) from 

carbonized residues.   Too much residues on the surface would cause 
difficulty to melt the strap.  (You could use fine sandpaper to clean the 
heater set.)  

(b)  Increase the weld cooling time.  Insufficient weld cooling time would 

cause join place falling off.   This is  because the temperature on the join 
place is  still  too high after cycling and makes it  take apart easily.   

(c)  The Heater temperature is  not enough.  It  needs around 3 minutes to 

warm up the Heater after you turn i t  on.   
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(d)  Check if the temperature set for Heater set (T6-1-41000) is  too high or too 
low.  If  the temperature is too high, strap welding part  would take apart 
easily after sealing because the weld cooling time is not enough.  If  the 
temperature is too low, strap would not be able to melt  for sealing.  
Please find how to adjust  the temperature on page 12 of manual.   

(e)  If Jaw Left (T6-1-33120) or Upper Cutter (T6-1-31120) is  worn, it  would 

case slippery as they could not hold strap properly.   Please replace Jaw 
Left (T6-1-33120) or Upper Cutter (T6-1-31120). 

(f)  Slide Table (T6-1-20163) alongside Upper Cutter (T6-1-31120) is  worn 

and cause the strap nearly welding position is too close.   This would 
make the heater and strap interferes with each other and fails to seal .  
Please replace the Slide Table (T6-1-20163).   

(g)  Heater Transformer Ass'y (T6-6-10171/T6-6-10172) is defective or the 

15A fuse (T6-6-40007) is burnt.   This would cause no power to the 
heater transformer for heating up.  If  the heater is defective,  i t  would not 
be able to melt strap because of insufficient temperature.   

(h)  The heater is not installed correctly.   It  would not be able to weld strap if  

the position is  not  correct.   Installation notice for Heater is as follows: 

1.1  Movement for heater in Heater Slider Guide (L) T6-1-40130 & 

Heater Slider Guide (R) T6-1-40140 should be very smoothly.   
Heater must be able to swing up and down freely before the press bar 
pressed. 

1.2  The clearance between the front heater and the slide table should be 
around 2mm when heater is closing to the slide table.   If  the 
clearance is insufficient  or exceed, you could use tool to rectify 
heater ’s angle. 
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V. Insufficient tension 

(a)  Increase the tension by adjusting the knob for tension on the control 
panel. 

(b)  The measurement of package is smaller than the minimum package for the 
machine. 

(c)  It  could be caused by incomplete reversing.  Please refer to VIII for 
solving this problem. 

(d)  The teeth of Tension Jaw Set (T6-1-62000) are worn or there is  too much 
debris on the teeth.   If  the spring pin on Tension Jaw Set (T6-1-62000) is  
broken, it  would cause insufficient tension as well. 

(e)  The package is  too fluffy.   As the tension is fixing stroke so if the 
package is too fluffy, it  would have insufficient tension.  

(f)  The M5-1 motor (T6-1-61210) is  defective or the screw HSS0408 on Lever   
(T6-1-61190) is  loose.    

(g)  T1 for reversing time on the electric box is too short.   If  the VR 
(T5-4-10231) for reversing is defective and is  not able for you to set the 
reversing time, you would need to replace it .    

(h)  If all  the above mentioned causes are not the problem, then please replace 
the P.C. Board. 

 
VI. Too much tension even the tension set at the lowest place. 

(a)  V-Belt (A26) (T6-1-10200) for M1 motor is too loose to make Cam Shaft  
(T6-1-12160) running too slow. 

(b)  The clearance between Gear Box Pulley (T6-1-10171) and Magnet Brake 
(T6-6-10180) is too small  so the M1 motor is difficult  to start .   Please 
adjust the clearance.   It  should be 0.15-0.25mm. 

(c)  Turn the VR2 on the P.C. Board clockwise a little bit to reduce the delay 
time for starting M1 motor. 

 
VII. Strap not cut off completely 

(a)  Lower Cutter (T6-1-32130) was worn.  Please replace it .  

(b)  Upper Cutter (T6-1-31120) was worn.  Please replace it .  
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VIII. Sealing without tensioning ( or incomplete reversing)  

(a)  The pressure for feeding/reversing is too high or too low.  It  would not 
easy doing reversing under such condition.  Please refer to “feed and 
take-up mechanism” for adjustments on page 13 of manual.   

(b)  It  could be too much debris to reversing.  Please clean the debris 
between  Feed Roller (T6-1-71140) and Feed Shooter (T6-1-71170). 

(c)  V-Belt,  M-22 (T6-1-70111/T6-1-70112) of M2 motor was worn or the 
bearing (BR6202ZZ) on Feed Roller (T6-1-71140) gets stuck.  Both 
would cause Feed Roller (T6-1-71140) difficult for running and have 
incomplete reversing problem. 

(d)  Wrong position of LS2 would cause LH Bandway Flap (T6-2-12120) opens 
too late or even not opening.  This would have reversing problem.  
Please check “How to adjust LS3, LS2” on page 14 of manual.   

(e)  If all  the above mentioned causes are not the problem, then please replace 
the P.C. Board. 
 

IX. Auto strap feeding failures (after new strap coil loading)  

(a)  Too much strap inserting for doing the auto strap feeding.  It  would be 
enough for 1~2cm strap passed through the Accumulator Main Roller & 
Shaft (T6-3-11140).  

(b)  The pressure for accumulating rollers is  not enough.  Please adjust  the 
Spring (T6-1-72140) by hook it  to different hole on Accumulator Lower Shaft  
Spring Hook (T6-3-12170) to increase the pressure.  

(c)  Limit Switch LS4 (T6-6-10380) is pressed all the time or the Balance Bar 
(T6-3-10110) is  stuck and could not move feely. 

(d)  Micro Switch LS5 (TF-007) is defective or the connecting wires is loose.   

(e)  Reset button (T6-6-40015) is  defective or the connecting wires is loose or 
the Wire Ass'y X8 (T6-8-20510) is loose.  

(f)  Wire Ass'y X9 (T6-8-20520) is defective or the connecting wires is  loose.  

(g)  Motor M5 (T6-1-61210) is defective or the connecting wires is  loose. 

(h)  Control Lever (T6-8-10160) is stuck and could not move freely.  

(i)  Brake Belt  Ass'y (T6-4-21000) is too tight and cause the accumulating 
motor could not function well.   

(j) The direction for threading strap is not correct and cause the strap got stuck. 

(k)  P.C. Board is defective. 




